Long-Life Prayer for Namchak Khenpo

OM SWASTI:

Chog sum tsa sum gyud pai jin thu yi:
Through the blessings of the Three Jewels and Three Roots,

Ngag la wang thob ma wai nyin mor jed:
Your speech is empowered as the “Sun of Exposition,” (Manjushri).

Ge leg tsul gu dze khyod zhab ten ching:
You are adorned with the nine forms of virtue and excellence.

Thug kyed ten droi don nyi thar jin shog:
May you live long and, according to your aspiration, accomplish your two-fold aim for the teachings and for beings.

At the occasion of the sixth year of Study Retreat in Ewam, Sang-ngag Ling, when Khenpo was giving teachings, the students requested me to write this prayer for his long-life. On the tenth day of the Monkey month, in the Fire–Pig year, I, Gotrul Sang-ngag, composed this prayer, may it fulfill their wishes.